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AMOREPACIFIC Moisture
Bound Spa Kit

Nook
GlowLight

The essence of AMOREPACIFIC Spa treatments have

NOOK’s latest Glow-

been captured in one set featuring must-have items from

Light® is easy to adjust

the Moisture Bound Collection to preserve and protect

and provides a more

the skin’s youthful appearance with Asian botanicals and

evenly dispersed light for

cutting-edge technology. Set includes: Moisture Bound Re-

a perfect reading experi-

juvenating Creme, Moisture Bound Rejuvenating Eye Treat-

ence in dim light or total

ment Gel, Moisture Bound Rejuvenating Serum, Luminous

darkness.

Effect Brightening Masque and Treatment enzyme Peel.

$119.00 |

$150 | Sephora.com

Barnesandnobleinc.com

OMEGA
Speedmaster
“Dark Side of
the Moon”
Inspired by a legacy, this
timepiece is the product of
groundbreaking technologies:
it is crafted from a single block of black zirconium oxide
ceramic. The OMEGA Speedmaster “Dark Side of the
Moon” redefines the iconic design of the Moonwatch and
its name evokes the mysteriousness and allure of space.
Price available upon request | Omegawatches.com
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Nokia Lumia 1520
The Nokia Lumia 1520 is the first 6” smartphone running on
Windows Phone, featuring a 20MP camera and the latest imaging
innovations to make high quality imaging even easier.
$199 | Microsoftstore.com
WWW.ATLANTATRIBUNE.COM

Vivitar
DVR 787 HD
Action CamerA

Brilliance Case
Genuine crystal with premium leather accents.
$85 | Case-mate.com

Vivitar’s DVR 787 HD Action Camera
allows you to record amazing footage
from your point of view. Designed
with the sports enthusiast in mind,
the DVR787 is one of the most
versatile digital video recorders ever
made. The HD Action Camera is
waterproof and includes a bike/ATV

Jo Malone
London
Vanilla & Anise
Home Candle

mount, so you can film the action of
your extreme excursions.
$119 | Vivitar.com

A modern story of vanilla. The fragile
vanilla orchid forms the perfect
counterpoint to the oaky caramel-rich
vanilla bourbon, spiced with star anise.
Warm and enveloping.
$65 | JoMalone.com

PeerAir™ Wireless
HD Multimedia
System
Want to play Call to Duty or
BioShock Infinite on your super-sized

The Perfect Wine Gift

HDTV without wiring it to your game
console or computer in the other room?

Six break-resistant crystal wine glasses, and wine of your

Now you can stream Full HD uncompressed picture quality, all 3D

choice. Buy both, get 20 percent off.

content formats and 5.1 digital audio to the HDTV or monitor of your

$95 retail; $85 after discount | Vino-Venue.com

choice for a wireless gaming experience with Peerless-AV®’s new
PeerAir™ Wireless HD Multimedia System.

Virtual Laser
Projection
Keyboard

$269 | Peerair.peerless-av.com

Put the future at your fingertips with this virtual laser
keyboard that allows you to
type on flat surfaces.
$99 | Brookstone.com

Standard Grunge Satchel
Chunky hardware, beefy strap, thick stitching: it’s the
acme of American-made satchels.
$795 | ColsenKeane.com

WWW.ATLANTATRIBUNE.COM
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